Monitor Your Business
Using SAP Global Partner Support

Global Partner Support aims to provide our customers with the highest quality of
support they expect from SAP Digital Business Services.

www.sap.com

Our Mission
Global Partner Support aims to provide our customers

Global Partner Support has offices in Ireland, Germany,

with the highest quality of support they expect from SAP

the United States, and China.

Digital Business Services and extend that quality to our

What We Do
•

Support Collaboration

support of third-party software solutions. We invest in the

“ At SAP, we see a dream for a simpler

•

Reactive Support

relationships we have with our third parties to ensure the

world, for a simpler SAP, and for a

•

Proactive Support

best possible support experience for our joint customers.

simpler customer experience. ”

•

Supportability Lab

- Bill McDermott

The Walmart Story
Supportability Lab

Support Collaboration
Global Partner Support specializes in working with

Walmart in 2016 were monitoring projects around

MaxAttention customers to find creative monitoring

third-party product SAP Incentives & Paybacks by

Standardize support collaboration (issue resolution, knowledge

solutions to assist the customer in supporting their

Vistex, as well as a non-SAP product not sold by SAP,

transfer, support and escalation process.

non-SAP systems. We deliver in concert with other

SunGard.

•

Build suppotabilty features and content for SAP product standards.

•

Negotiate support agreement.

•

Optimize the solution operation with close SAP run like a factory integration.

•

Onboard 3rd party to SAP suppot.

•

Deliver customer specific innovation projects.

•

DBS teams to unlock the potential of the “true endReactive Support

Proactive Support

•

Own customer relationship for 3rd party solutions sold by SAP.

•

Enable SAP service delivery for 3rd party solutions.

•

Assist with de-escalation of critical customer projects with 3rd

•

Safeguard customer project implementation.

party involvement.

•

Customer success workshops.

to-end” of customer business processes.
Walmart is one of our most strategic customers at
SAP and two examples of how we collaborated with

Workshop Turns Into Business Process Monitoring Engagement at Walmart
SAP Global Partner Support teamed up with Walmart for a Customer Success Workshop to address support
processes and perceptions for any third-party products they have purchased from SAP. In the onsite workshop
at Walmart’s Bentonville, Arkansas headquarters, Yong Zhang and Sunil Dandekar from Global Partner Support
showed them new Business Process Monitoring capabilities for Vistex products on the SAP price list.

•

With the help of our Partner, Vistex, the SAP RSLF team and our

At a glance, Walmart was able to see which countries were

Supportability Lab worked together to develop a monitoring

compliant according to Walmart’s policies. This information

solution to track Vistex BPM objects in the ERP system.

also provided transparency to Walmart management on those

The customer desperately needed a custom monitoring tool to cover the operations of their third-party product, SAP Paybacks & Chargebacks by Vistex. The

After implementing this custom-developed Business Process

countries that were not compliant so that action can be taken.

team articulated the advantages of using the Supportability Lab within SAP Global Partner Support to join the ongoing Run SAP Like a Factory project at Walmart

Monitoring solution for SAP Paybacks & Chargebacks by Vistex,

The delivered dashboard summarizes the data in weekly and

to cover third-party products.

the solution was integrated into Solution Manager 7.1. Walmart

monthly date ranges. Walmart is now able to retrieve important

Thanks to the Customer Success workshop, Walmart was interested in the monitoring of their technical system and their integrated business process. Walmart

was able to get the average days for agreement approvals and

information for their business users and senior management.

needed help to examine internal policy compliance for approving a vendor agreement within the validity period of the agreement.

average leading days of each agreement for different countries

The SAP team addressed any questions or concerns about support processes and perceptions by presenting the entire end-to-end process of how a Customer
Incident interacts with Global Partner Support for primary support and Vistex for development support.

•

•

•

The Result

The Supportability Lab within SAP Global Partner Support and Walmart’s Run SAP Like a Factory team collaborated on a Business Process Monitoring project to
monitor the agreement approval process, which is an process between SAP ERP and SAP Paybacks & Chargebacks by Vistex.

across the continent. This monitoring solution was also
presented in the Solution Manager unified dashboard.

Walmart Gains Transparency with End-to-End Treasury Document Process Monitoring

The Result

The Customer Success Workshop also addressed the need for end-to-end monitoring from SAP to non-SAP

SAP Global Partner Support, developed a tool that was

clearing process. This saves them money and allows their

systems. The non-SAP system was SunGard, which is not a product on the SAP price list.

implemented and integrated into Solution Manager 7.1.

management to sleep well at night. SAP Global Partner

Walmart suffered treasury document

Support joined with Walmart to present end-to-end monitoring

loss in the system for a long time. With this successful

from SAP to non-SAP systems at SAPPHIRE NOW and ASUG

monitoring setup, Walmart now has the necessary transparency

Annual Conference 2016 in Orlando, Florida.

•

Walmart was concerned that they did not know what they did not know. The workshop aimed to identify the areas within SunGard that could
expose the document status within their business process.

•

The customer presented an issue they were having where they did not receive notification from the bank on processed financial documents. Once
a financial document left SAP ERP to be processed, the customer did not know at which step the document resided. The document could be in one
of several status: in processing by middleware between SAP ERP and the bank, in processing by the bank, and notification of receipt from the bank.

•

This required our team to develop a tool to monitor a third-party middleware product, SunGard. SunGard provides software to process and
transfer treasury documents from SAP ERP to a bank. With monitoring already available in SAP ERP, if SunGard could be monitored, this would
allow the entire end-to-end process to be covered.

to see where these important financial documents are in the

Contact Us
SAP Global Partner Support (GPS) provides 24x7 central point of contact for queries such as:
•

Speeding up customer tickets

•

Escalating SAP customer incidents involving third-party software

•

Encountering issues with SAP Solution Manager or SAP Resolve
If you need to contact SAP GPS, please contact the SAP GPS on duty Queue Manager "SAP

GPS 24x7 duty" mailbox at sap_global_partner_support@sap.com.
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Follow SAP on Social Media:

Twitter: @SAPSupportHelp

LinkedIn: (Need link for SAP Product Support)

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SapProductSupport

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/SAPSupportInfo)

Tune in for up-to-the-minute information on SAP Jam by searching for “Global Partner Support” and “GPS for ES&PE”.

